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Flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) are active galactic nuclei where one of the plasma jets is
directed towards the Earth’s direction. They are surrounded by a thick shell of gas clouds —
called the broad-line region (BLR) — in which gamma rays are expected to be absorbed through
the photon-photon pair production between UV photons from the BLR and gamma rays from
the jets. These sources are found at high redshifts and have displayed light curves with highly
variable patterns, with fluxes that can increase to several times the quiescent state of the object in a
few minutes. Many FSRQs are very bright in gamma-rays (at the MeV and GeV energy ranges).
During flaring periods, correlation between radio, optical and gamma-ray fluxes are regularly
observed, that show the dependency between synchrotron emission (optical) and inverse Compton
emission (gamma rays). Also, spectra from infrared to ultraviolet bands can unveil features of
the BLR used to model the absorption of gamma rays above ∼10 GeV. In this paper a list of
FSRQs is presented, that can be observed by the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT), as
well as examples of correlation studies and spectral modeling that can be achieved by a quasisimultaneous optical / gamma-ray monitoring.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1: Cartoon of a flaring FSRQ, with the gamma-ray emitting region (plasma blob) below the BLR in
this example. This figure was drawn in the context of the unified model of AGN, and with the assumption that
the blob size equals the jet cross section. Colors of the accretion disk represent the UV to IR components,
from the inner to outer disk.

Modeling the spectral energy distributions of FSRQs can be quite challenging, due to the
presence of the BLR, in which, during flaring episodes, gamma rays may be absorbed, depending
on the location of the gamma-ray emitting plasma blob. This blob may be located within or beyond
the BLR. The determination of the location of the blob and of the gamma-ray absorption level are
tools to understand mechanisms of radiation production in AGNs. A calculation of the gamma-ray
absorption by the BLR radiation field should rely on a reasonable model of the BLR spectra, such
as the composite spectra obtained by Telfer et al. [23].
The Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT) is a gamma-ray pair conversion telescope in
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Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) are powerful compact objects at the centre of mainly elliptical
galaxies. They are understood as supermassive (∼ 106 − 109 solar mass) black holes surrounded
by an accretion disk and other material up to a few parsecs. Radio loud AGNs exhibit a pair of
twin jets of ultra-relativistic plasma, and radiation spread over the whole electromagnetic spectrum
(Figure 1). These jets are perpendicular to the accretion disk. The most energetic AGNs are called
quasars (acronym for quasi-stellar radio sources), and quasars whose jets are close to the direction
of the Earth are called blazars (e.g., Urry & Padovani [24] and Finke [14] for reviews). Blazars
are particularly bright in gamma rays, and exhibit a dramatic flux variability pattern during flaring
activity, sometimes as short as sub-hour time scales. A sub-class of blazar, called flat spectrum
radio quasars (FSRQs), are surrounded by a thick shell of gas clouds — called the broad-line
region (BLR) — in which gamma rays are expected to be absorbed above ∼10 GeV through the
photon-photon pair production between UV photons from the BLR and gamma rays from the jets
[19, 21, 7]. FSRQs are usually more luminous than BL Lacs (the other sub-class of blazars).
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orbit around the Earth since 2008, monitoring the whole sky in survey mode for most of its operating mode [6]. It is sensitive to photons in the 20 MeV-300 GeV energy range, and has reported
the detection of 3033 sources above ∼ 4σ (test statistic > 25) in the first 4 years of mission (3FGL,
[1]). The whole AGN sample from 3FGL, detected on the whole sky, consists of 1773 sources, including 491 FSRQs. Acero et al. (3LAC catalog paper: [3]) reported the study of the AGN sample
lying at Galactic latitude b ≥ 10 deg. The telescope’s capability to see the whole sky every three
hours makes Fermi-LAT a first choice instrument for the time-domain study of flaring episodes.

Figure 2: Fermi-LAT light-curve (top left), KAIT light-curve (bottom left) and DCF (right) for FSRQ
3C 279. Blue, green, and orange dashed lines on the DCF plot represent 68%, 90%, and 99% significance
levels, respectively. This source has a DCF peak (92.3% significance) at τ = 19.7 ± 3.4 days. Unfortunately,
optical coverage missed a very large gamma-ray flare at MJD ≈56200, so the correlation here is dominated
by smaller-scale variability. Figure 4 from Cohen et al. [12].

It is quite common to obtain Fermi-LAT light-curves in sub-day binning during prominent
flares of bright FSRQs (e.g., [2, 5, 20, 16, 8]). When regular UV to IR monitoring of these flaring episodes is performed, we can study quasi-simultaneous light-curves and undertake correlation
studies between optical and gamma rays, that provides constraints on mechanisms of blazar radiation production and on the location of the emission regions.
An interesting study was undertaken by Cohen et al. [12] for the flares of 40 bright Fermi-LAT
blazars, using data from LAT and the 0.76 m Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT). Time
lags between optical and gamma rays were calculated using the Discrete Correlation Function
(DCF) [13]. In Figure 2 is illustrated the correlation study that these authors performed for 3C 279.
For this flare, the time lag τ = 19.7 ± 3.4 days of gamma-ray leading the optical is found with a
DFC peak of 92.3% significance, although optical coverage is missing during the brightest gammaray flare. Positive values of τ were found to be a general trend for FSRQs, supporting the leptonic
model of blazar emission with external Compton scattering.
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2. Optical / gamma-ray correlations in light curves
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Tachibana et al. [22] studied two major flares of 3C 454.3. Part of their study is based on the
flux ratio Fopt /Fγ (Figure 3), used to investigate the role of the Doppler factor δ in this flux ratio
variability.
Also, a similar approach of light-curve correlation studies using DCFs was carried out by
Fuhrmann et al. [15], by using centimeter to sub-millimeter radio data, along with Fermi-LAT
data.

3. Flux variability in optical spectra
León-Tavares et al. [17] studied the flux-like variability of the Mg II λ 2800 emission line of
FSRQ 3C 454.3 by acquiring optical spectra as part of the Ground-based Observational Support of
the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope at the University of Arizona monitoring programme. In
Figure 4 is presented the rest-frame optical spectra of 3C 454.3 in three intensity states, including
the giant flare of November 2010. Knowing the luminosity of the BLR during the appropriate
flaring episodes can improve the modeling of this radiation field in order to make more accurate
predictions of GeV to TeV absorption, compared to a generic model built on a composite spectrum
of radio-loud quasars.
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Figure 3: Light-curves of 3C 454.3 in the MDJ 55400-55550 time period. Upper panel: R-band light-curve.
Lower panel: Ratio Fopt /Fγ . Figure 5 from Tachibana et al. [22].
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4. Perspectives with SALT
Small telescopes of the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) can be used to acquire photometric data and produce optical light-curves with several filters. However, optical spectra can be obtained with SALT (needed to allow rapid targets of opportunity (ToO) followup).
The Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) is a 11-m wide telescope, located at the SAAO
(latitude: 32◦ 22′ 33.62′′ S; longitude: 20◦ 48′ 38.44′′ E) [9]. SALT is funded by a consortium
of international partners from seven countries: South Africa, the United States, Germany, Poland,
India, the United Kingdom and New Zealand. The telescope has been fully operational since
September 2011, and has already been the source of several discoveries due to this new potential of
astronomical observations in the Southern hemisphere. The Robert Stobie Spectrometer (RSS) is
SALT’s powerful instrument for high quality spectrometry, sensitive to the 320–900 nm wavelength
range. This instrument can achieve resolutions up to R ∼ 5000 with 1 arcsec slits, and R ∼ 9000
with 0.6 arcsec slits [11].
To benefit from SALT’s capability in the optical, I selected a sample of FSRQ candidates
which can be observed by SALT-RSS, i.e., within the declination range -75 to +10 deg. In order
to establish a list of FSRQs to be used for the proposed optical/gamma-ray correlation study, I
selected sources detected by Fermi-LAT. Also, for possible TeV counterpart, or at least studies
at GeV energies with a reasonable statistics, I searched for sources with a hard spectrum, using
sources from the Second Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT Sources (2FHL, [4]), which includes sources
5
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Figure 4: Left: rest-frame optical spectra of 3C 454.3 in three intensity states. As can be seen from the top
spectrum, the Mg II λ 2800 emission line is detectable, despite the high levels of optical continuum emission
observed. Right: comparison of the variations seen in the Mg II λ 2800 profiles (after continuum and Fe
II subtraction) from 2010 April to November. The observed spectra are shown in solid line and a fitted
Gaussian to the profile are shown in dashed lines. Observing times are color coded as shown in the legend.
Figure 1 of León-Tavares et al. [17].
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Source
PKS 1510-089
3C 279
PKS 0454-234
PKS 1424-418
NVSS J141922-083830

declination
−08.9 deg
−05.8 deg
−23.4 deg
−41.8 deg
−08.4 deg

redshift
0.360
0.536
1.003
1.522
0.903?

TeV detection
yes
yes
no
no
no

Table 1: Our proposed ToOs for SALT and optical/gamma-ray correlation studies.

detected above 50 GeV in the first six years of the Fermi mission (2008–2014). Hard sources
(bright at high energies) would allow us to investigate gamma-ray absorption in the BLR. Also, an
additional source, NVSS J141922–083830 (2FGL J1419.4–0835), which is a candidate FSRQ, has
been added to the list. Although this source is not particularly bright, nor is it a 2FHL object, it
was observed in Feb 2015 as MASTER-SAAO optical transient [18], and a spectrum with SALTRSS has been obtained [10]. This gives a perspective for a more complete characterization of this
source, along with the potential for optical/gamma-ray correlation studies. In Table 1 are listed the
proposed ToOs for combined spectral and variability studies, using SAAO/SALT and Fermi-LAT
data sets.
As introduced in Section 3, monitoring flux variability of spectral lines is an interesting way to
probe features and spatial spread of the BLR. If we study high redshift blazars (z & 1.7), the Lyα
1216 Å line should be found within the SALT-RSS spectral sensitivity (> 3200 Å), and be used to
model gamma-ray absorption from FSRQ above 25.6 GeV (through the γγ → e± pair production
process). White et al. [25] have confirmed eight objects from the VIDEO survey to be quasars,
and obtained their spectra. One of these objects is a source at a redshift z = 2.7, and is shown in
Figure 5. At this redshift, the Lyα line is visible arund 4500 Å.
6
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Figure 5: SALT spectrum for a quasar at z = 2.7 (RA = 02h 27m 09.03s, Dec = −04◦55′ 10.1′′ ). On the
y-axis, flux Fλ is given in [erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 ]. Sub-set of Figure D1 of White et al. [25].
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5. Summary
In this paper, I briefly described possible studies that can be carried out by combining observations with Fermi-LAT and SAAO telescopes, and particularly using SALT-RSS for monitoring
spectral evolutions of FSRQs during flaring episodes. Performing observations of FSRQs in such
a multiwavelength context — that can also be extended to the radio, X-ray and TeV domains —,
would allow us to probe different physics processes related to AGN phenomenology, using independent and complementary observations.

I want to thank the organizers of the SSC 2015 conference for giving me the opportunity to
present this work, and for their financial support to attend the conference.
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